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1. INTRODUCTION OF CAPRICOIN 

The coin for everyday use. 
The ambition of CapriCoin is to bring innovative features into the world of established digital 
currencies. Most of todays modern products are based on digital platforms and as such they 
require a different approach. Shared economics and new e-commerce brands created a new 
business environment and conventional paper money does not meet the requirements of this new 
era as for swiftness, reliability, transparency or transnationalilty. 

The Capricoin protocol allows for rapid transactions with practically insignificant energy use 
compared to that of the established cryptocurrencies. These specifications make Capricoin the 
most versatile cryptocurrency. Capricoin features 10 second transaction intervals and as it 
reaches greater distribution, secure confirmation can happen as quickly or quicker than in the 
case of a credit card. 
Capricoin has been developed as a collaboration between a group of technology companies in 
Europe and the USA. Part of our Marketing Strategy is to ensure that we distribute the coin as 
widely as possible. This makes it truly a coin for the people. Capricoin is not a single entity and 
anyone can become a part of the movement, simply by downloading the wallet and acquiring the 
coin from any number of exchanges that are available. Individuals use Capricoin to transfer 
money to and from friends, family, and merchants anywhere in the world. Capricoin is an ideal 
currency for both face-to-face and international digital commerce. Using Capricoin is easy, fast 
and secure. The developers of Capricoin created 200 million Capricoins at its inception. Over the 
next years there will be up to an additional 8 million coins produced through a staking rewards 
system shown in the table below. Of the 200 million coins produced, the total held by the 
Capricoin development team is 0.5%. Currently in circulation – 1,990,045 CPC,  Total Supply not to 
exceed – 208,000,000. Coin market Cap  - $2,036,513 USD  
01 CryptoHouse - we are an experienced community of crypto developers, marketers, and product 
strategists and we join the project to create a brand new coin ecosystem. 01CH is focusing on the 
development of a new product layer. All-in-one  user interface will bring to people one-click 
solution for 5 main areas: 

The innovation strategy was approved by CapriCoin users and community and put on the 
development  road map.

Low fees No banks Decentralized No chargebacks

Remittance CashBack Travel Auction Gaming
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2. BUSSINES INFORMATION 
The goal of CPC is to meet present day e-commerce requirements and to provide an up-
to-date digital currency for modern products under one roof. This all encased in a user-
friendly interface with several platforms serving for remittance, gaming, trading, travelling 
services as well as a kind of cashback system and advantages connected with business 
club membership. 
The strength of CPC lies in its scalability through APIs, it is usable for third parties and 
provides manifold services which are coverable by CPC transfers. CPC as a new 
business model is qualified to become a cryptocurrency for the mainstream. CapriCoin is 
accessible for the masses with easily downloadable mobile / desktop applications. 

2.1. Market analysis 

Economic migrants 
According to UN statistics, the number of migrants reached 258 million in 2017 (48.4% women) 
and this number still grows.  From this number, 22,5 million of them (8,7%) are refugees (half of 
them children under the age of 18). Most of this growth occurred from 2005 to 2017, when the 
number of migrant rose annually by 5.6 million, compared to an average of 2.5 million from 1990 
to 2005. Between 1990 and 2017, the number of international migrants rose by 69 percent 
worldwide.  

Asia and Europe together hosted over 60 percent of all international migrants worldwide in 2017, 
with nearly 80 million international migrants living in Asia and 78 million in Europe.  

The statistics show that the number of economic migrants has grown faster than the world’s 
population. Nearly half of all migrants was born in Asia. Most migrants were hosted by USA 
followed by Saudi Arabia, Germany, Russia, UK, and UAE. 

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/blog/2016/01/244-million-international-migrants-living-abroad-worldwide-new-un-statistics-reveal/
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Intermediary processes 

Current money transfer chain is serviced by several players like banks, credit/debit card 
issuers, SWIFT, etc. They all burden the transfer process with charges. The global 
average cost of sending money internationally is 7.2% of the total sum. This average 
includes also cheaper transactions between developed countries are included. The 
transaction fees for tranfers to less developed countries vary between 7-12 percent. 
Moreover, the local exchanges eat up a considerable sum of money, especially when the 
recipient of money uses an ‘exotic’ currency. 
Another problem is the time needed to complete a transaction, which is enormous and 
takes seven days or more.  

Cashback 

The casback industry generates more than $85 billion. There are 235 leading 
cashback companies worldwide including 51 US, 48 UK, 35 EU, 35 Indian,19 SE 
Asian, 14 Australian, 12 Chinese. Even though the data differs from country to 
country, according to researches more than 70 percent of online shoppers seek 
cashback products. In Australia 90% of shoppers' retail purchases are bought on 
sale. One-third of consumers will consider shopping at a new store (It does not 
matter whether retail or e-commerce) if provided with a cashback offer. Moreover, 
every second shopper would consider buying if they had a cashback offer. However, 
70% of shoppers prefer payment in ways other than a check. For crypto segment it 
is a welcomed opportunity and Capricoin has prepared an API platform for third 
parties focused on retail as well as an e-commerce area. 

Live auction 

• Live auctions are a highly engaging format. To-date, each eBay live auction buyer has already 
purchased an average close to four items from the new platform 

• Collectibles accounted for nearly $8 billion of GMV in 2014 with more than 36 million active 
buyers 

• Each day on eBay, more than 3,500 auctions with a price of >$5,000 are closed 

• eBay has 155 million global active buyers in 190 countries 

• 50% of eBay Volume is touched by mobile 

• eBay enabled $28 billion in mobile commerce in 2014 
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Travel segment 

The travel industry belongs to one of the largest industries in the world with over 7.6 trillion 
USD in 2016. The direct economic impact of the industry, including accommodation, 
transportation, entertainment and attractions, was approximately 2.3 trillion U.S. dollars that 
year. One of the most sought-after destinations are France and the United States, however 
other countries are competing more and more with them. 
The tourism industry has experienced steady growth almost every year. International tourist 
arrivals increased from 528 million in 2005 to 1.19 billion in 2015. By 2030 it could exceed  
1.8 billion USD. Each year, most travelers visit Europe and Europe produces the most 
travelers. The largest international tourism expenditure had China, followed by the USA and 
Germany. The leading city in international visitor spending was Dubai, where tourists spent 
more than 31.3 billion U.S. dollars in 2016.  
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Gaming market 
According to Newzoo forecast “2.3 billion gamers across the globe will spend $137.9 
billion on games in 2018,” which means an increase of 13.3% compared to 2017. In US 
dollars it equals 16.2 billion. Digital game revenues will take 91% of the global market, 
while 58% of the growth in 2016 came from Asia-Pacific countries like China (being the 2nd 
world largest market), Japan (the 3rd world largest market), and South Korea. In 2018 
almost 28% of all consumer spends on games will come from China.	   

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	          source: Newzoo	 	

	  

The game market is growing year by year with huge potential of further growth. However, 
even this industry is burdened by third-party platforms processing the goods transactions. 
And also in this industry fiat transactions are slow, expensive and their trustworthiness is 
disputable. Digital asset solution based on blockchain technology brings innovative and 
incomparable features into gaming sector. 
Betting is a very popular form of gaming. Its developing character is focused more and 
more on online platforms, accounting for more than 45% of the total market share by 2020. 
The most popular online betting category is sport. The key problem - as in many other 
money-transferring industries - is the activity of third parties - bookmakers hired by betting 
houses, lack of transparency, security issues, but also high fees, low revenues, hoodwink 
odds and frequent unfairness. Modern blockchain technologies are not only innovative, but 
also transparent, anonymous and safest digital solutions as for money payment. Moreover, 
they do not need any intermediary. CapriCoin as a multi-functional social cryptocurrency, 
based on an up-to-date proof of stake architecture enables very fast and cheap 
transactions. It offers a peer-to-peer decentralized betting platform combining modern 
technology with a huge social experience for funnier betting among fans. The users will 
have a very attractive CPC platform also in the form of a cell phone application. 
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2.2. Product as a solution 

CapriCoin as the interface for third parties 
CapriCoin offers a number of advantages over traditional point of sale and international 
payment systems, eliminating chargebacks and increasing profit. Hence the main aim of 
developing CapriCoin was to bring a multi-functional cryptocurrency suitable for various 
business use like cashback system, purchasing flight tickets, book hotels, use it as 
a betting or gaming token or as the fastest and cheapest vehicle for remittance 
transactions. The idea behind was to offer a multi-platform digital asset associated with a 
benefit system that is with several partners as a Vizionary membership network for 
example, which is operating globaly. 
CPC is designed to power a global instant payment network of transactions to anyone in 
the world with one of the lowest cost. 

2.3. Real-world product applications 

Remittance interface 
CapriCoin as a multi-functional cryptocurrency using blockchain technology for fast and 
anonymous transactions without any intermediary interference and charges is predestined 
for remittance services. Remittance API interface of CPC is proposed to provide third 
parties a common, user friendly, and all-in-one integrated solution for sending 
cryptocurrency and change it for fiat money (if necessary) via crypto exchanges like Huulk 
and others. Remittance providers can use very fast and easily executable transnational 
transactions which the CPC blockchain offers. CPC holders can also use services of 
integrated payment card providers such as Wirecard to withdraw their CPC fund in fiat.  
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Cashback interface 
Cashback generally refers to a cardholder benefit offered by credit card companies that pay 
the cardholder a small percentage in cash rewards for each purchase. Cashback can be a 
valuable benefit for consumers using all kinds of debit and credit cards. Automatic debit and 
credit card transactions simplify the ways in which consumers can pay for transactions. This 
service is very popular within retail market. 
CapriCoin as a digital token with many usable interfaces based on common API has 
developed a user-friendly cashback model designed especially for the Vizionary network. 
CPC clients can benefit from very fast blockchain, on which the CPC is based, for manifold 
transactions even into the world of fiat money. Such a service will be carried out by 
specialized crypto exchanges. 
CapriPay is a payment provider supported by a cashback solution and merchant marketing 
system through free mobile applications. CapriPay is operating the similar way American 
Express would. Some of the contracted merchants provide up to 15% cashback on 
purchases.
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Travel interface 
CapriCoin travel interface is designed to be an easy payment method within the Vizionary 
network which also offers travel service to its members. CPC Travel is a digital asset 
platform provided by Vizionary business network and it was initially meant to be a member 
benefit for Vizionary members,  exclusively. CPC Travel Platform will offer special limited 
deals on a regular basis that can only be purchased with CPCs. TP uses an easy to 
navigate travel portal that offers hotels and flight tickets for wholesale prices. 
The process for paying for a travel booking is through the Wirecard. The Wirecard will be 
embedded as the payment platform which is assessing the possibility of adding another 
cryptocurrency as a currency for travel payments. 

Personal auction interface 
Auction interface as another CapriCoin business platform is focused on services connected 
with the more and more popular way of retail services providing the bidding form of 
shopping. CPC Auction API interface is designed to offer services based on blockchain 
platform to many auction providers. 
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Gaming interface 
Besides betting another leisure-time activity is covered by CPC API. A CPC gaming platform 
stands for a gateway into the world of gaming. CPC as a social token focused on leisure 
activities will be used as a gaming platform for purchasing any interesting game features. 
Hence the CPC holders will have the opportunity to improve their game interface through 
CPC. A model of benefit purchase program is available. CPC holders will have the 
opportunity to even trade gaming features and utilities within the online gaming community. 
One of the CapriCoin API interfaces is focusing on digital betting platforms whose 
popularity is growing. Any provider of digital betting service can use Capricoin betting 
interface to strengthen its business reach, since CapriCoin offers multi-functional services 
including blockchain and hence transparent and fast payments. 

Bussines club interface 
CapriCoin architecture is modelled for several business platforms as a single API having 
various interfaces depending on the kind of service it provides for a third party. One of such 
API interfaces meets the needs of a Business Club. Such club is run by the Vizionary 
network for its prominent clients. CapriCoin is worth investing in. The more someone invest 
in it, the more profit he/she will get. CapriCoin Business Club (CBC) is a VIP club for the key 
CapriCoin investors.
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2.4. Capricoin growth factor  
The distribution scheme of CPC will make itself apparent in two distinct ways: B2B and 
B2C. The B2B and B2C distribution of CPC and its related assets will be executed in an 
incentivized format, though with their own more specific differentiators.  

Immediately, users will be rewarded through up to 15% cashback on every purchase when 
they use CPC. Through using CPC the individual will make more, and through accepting 
CPC with Capripay businesses will attract those looking to maximize their profit in the point 
of sale, or more broadly, any type of value exchange. Another form of user incentivization 
manifests as previously mentioned, where in the future of the Vizionary and CPC 
relationship there will be an opportunity for users to recruit businesses into the network and 
pull some form of profit from those they recruit. Users in the CPC network will also gain 
access to various Vizionary Travel discounts.  

For businesses, the incentive of gaining access to a well oiled and perfectly designed 
merchant solution and again, the thousands that use CPC to maximize their monetary 
potential stand tall among current distribution strategies.  

2.5. Partnership 

Vizionary 
The Vizionary network is made up of over 75,000 members across a worldwide network. 
Thousands of individual small businesses and the people that comprise them make up the 
support structure and life force of the Vizionary company. These small businesses all work 
to market, sell and build value from the products Vizionary offers -- both digital and physical.   
 
The Vizionary opportunity is comprised of multiple distinct offerings. Independent business 
owners that comprise the Vizionary community can leverage these offerings to improve not 
only their own financial standing but also the financial strength of the Vizionary organization 
and products thereof. 

In the future of the Vizionary and CPC relationship there is an opportunity for users and 
businesses to connect in a synergistic manner, where users will gain profit and business 
access to the network. 

Travel booking system 
Amadeus GDS is one of the most preferred GDS systems today. Global travel management 
companies are either using Amadeus GDS to access online travel contents including airline, hotels, 
transfers, sightseeing, cars and other value added services. Amadeus GDS processes the highest 
number of transactions on a day to day basis. In the last 18 years, Amadeus GDS has become the 
largest GDS system and the biggest travel content aggregator around the world.  
Bookingkit is a leading online booking and management software.  
Traveltek is the market-leading provider of cruise booking solutions. 
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CapriPay  
CapriPay is a free payment solution provider supported by an integrated cashback solution and  

merchant marketing system through FREE mobile applications 

WireCard  
With 16 years of experience on the market, Wirecard AG offers more than 25,000 customers state-
of-the-art technology, transparent real time reporting services and support in developing their 
international payment strategies: offline, online or mobile. The Wirecard Group has been supporting 
companies in accepting electronic payments from all sales channels. A global multi-channel 
platform bundles international payment acceptances and methods, flanked by fraud prevention 
solutions. When it comes to issuing their own payment instruments in the form of cards or mobile 
payment solutions, Wirecard provides companies with an end-to-end infrastructure, including the 
requisite issuing licences for card and account products. As a software and IT specialist, Wirecard is 
also constantly expanding its portfolio with innovative payment technologies 

Merchant: 
Alfa Trading, Vehicle service and accessories, IVOLGA Health and personal care, T.D.S. Tech direckt 
solution Services, volty.cz Advertising, BetterNet - Computers & Services - מחשבים, My Renaissance 
Sports and outdoors, Bifferiet Restaurant and Bars, Fodrász Services, Natvitanet, Caloroso Café 
Restaurant and Bars, Konstantin Clothing, accessories, and shoes, Next Level Up Education, 
JASMINE DEEKSHAADÓ, EGYSÉG TRÉNER Services, Babs & Board, DA Toys and hobbies,Standard 
Sport AS, Southend Motors automotive, SMSS Electronics, Золотой Феникс, Zlatý depozit 
financial service, Savanna szépségszalon, VIZION-X cruises, Инь-Ян, SkiMISHAK sports, 
Eventspoint GmbH, PULSAR-Simply Life  insurance, CG Consulting finance, Taste of India 
restaturant, Taxi-Altmann, Aптека №1, Global Project Funding AG 

  

2.6. Road map 

http://volty.cz
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2.7. Legal aspects 

01CryptoHouse  
The Capricoin project has been taken over by the new 01CH for the purpose of upgrading the whole 
ecosystem. 01CH is a selected team of professionals and blockchain enthusiasts. They are 
experienced in many different areas such as blockchain business strategies, crypto development, 
crypto security, fintech systems, integrations and smart contract application.

2.8. Team 

Core team 
Patrik Kmeč (CEO), www.linkedin.com/in/patrikkmec/ 

Ladislav Pasztor (CFO ),  www.linkedin.com/in/ladislav-pasztor-b66a5341/ 

Roman Kučera (CTO),  www.linkedin.com/in/roman-kucera/ 

Roman Neczli (CMO), www.linkedin.com/in/roman-neczli/ 

Richard Cedzo (Head of communication) 

Peter Hasak (Head of project management ) 

Dev team 
Jozef Knaperek (Head of development ) www.linkedin.com/in/jozef-knaperek/ 

Tomas Zubrik (Head of UX ) 

Marcel Bobák (Head of integrations) 

Juraj Susota (Head of tech support ) 

Michal Račko (Data scientis) 

Advisory board 
Giulio Prisco - consultant 

Martin Kralik - blockchain specialist 

Jesper Bentzen - consultant 
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2.9. Marketing 

Outbound strategy 
The marketing methods employed by the CapriCoin team will manifest as two-fold, seeking 
to optimize both traditional outbound and newly emerging inbound channels while actively 
exploring the more specified, multi-faceted layers of both.  
Outbound marketing exists as the defacto conventional method of reaching an audience 
and with good reason. Historically, groups have utilized methods of outbound marketing with 
large success in that their billboards, TV and radio advertisements, app advertisements, 
email outreach, cold-calling and other methods have always garnered an acceptable 
consumer return on monetary investment. The strategy applied by CapriCoin will be no 
different, essentially manifesting as a compilation of these techniques. Current systems 
already being applied are weekly press releases, direct email marketing, and direct outreach 
and engagement with influencers considered in line with CapriCoin values. In the future, 
CapriCoin will integrate broadcasted advertisements, event sponsorship, app 
advertisements, and print in targeted areas into the outbound scheme.  

Inbound strategy 
Now whereas this style of connecting with a consumer proves fruitful in some applications, 
there can exist some scenarios with more left to be desired. Before continuing it is important 
to understand this; where outbound marketing can almost be viewed as a nomadic attempt 
in moving about, conquering potential clientele, inbound marketing can be viewed as a 
business creating an oasis to attract clientele. Inbound marketing thrives in creating a 
wealth of centralized offering -- information, networking or otherwise. CapriCoin does both 
well.  
CapriCoin’s inbound marketing will come to fruition as a combination of social network 
leverage, intelligent SEO practice, consistent community engagement and much more. 
Current examples of inbound practices being applied include a robust centralized blog 
dedicated to education surrounding the blockchain and more specifically CapriCoin 
applications, as well as multiple budding communities with higher than average user 
engagement. The communities themselves are only complimented by a superior social 
media presence, boasting high engagement rates, consistent and informational content, and 
further access to the CapriCoin family.  

Partnership marketing 
These forms of marketing will be further complimented by the CapriCoin play of leveraging 
the Vizionary brand, marketing, and networking already executed inside of the parent 
ecosystem. Vizionary has done an excellent job of developing a supporting infrastructure of 
businesses and people all postured to make use of Vizionary’s technologies - immediately. 
Vizionary will act as a facilitating partner for CapriCoin in all manners, giving CapriCoin 
access to the footholds already forged. 
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Communication 
Quick and effective communication is key in any business or project and the CapriCoin 
team is no different in this regard. From the top executives of the team to the holder and 
merchant alike we pride ourselves in quick and accurate mass communication for the 
general population through the following general communication ecosystem chart. 

(This chart is not an exhaustive list of communication paths but expresses information flow) 

Our communication Ecosystem is derived from information and plans collected from the 
core team. Once, information is gathered and finalized, it is given to the general marketing 
team and also shared with our team of Country Managers. The information divergence 
begins at this step. Once information is shared through these sharing platforms, the lines of 
communication converge at the point of community engagement wherein some members of 
some groups may intermingle and assert our teams for greater clarity on the given topics.  
 
Sharing validated information and gaining input from our communities to improve the next 
round of communication is paramount to having a supportive community. Using the 
methods described in the above chart we plan to have a fully engaged community in which 
the end user feels connected to the core team.  
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Communication channels 

Official external communication lines for Capricoin news and information. 

Facebook 
Capricoin 
Vizionary 

Twitter 
Capricoin 
Vizionary 

Instagram 
Vizionary 

Linkedin 
Vizionary 

Telegram 
Capricoin 
Vizionary 

https://www.facebook.com/OfficialCapriCoin/
https://www.facebook.com/vizionaryofficial/
https://twitter.com/TheCapriCoin
https://twitter.com/wevizionary
https://www.instagram.com/vizionaryofficial/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vizionary-official/
https://t.me/OfficialCapriCoin
https://t.me/VizionaryHQ
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3. TECHNICAL INFORMATION 

3.1. Ecosystem & architecture 

CPC ecosystem represents a unique solution for providing state-of-the-art services. Solid 
foundation lands on decentralized blockchain technology, upon which the CPC platform is 
built.  

The whole ecosystem is focused on quick adoption and user experience. Any end-user, 
merchant, developer or stakeholder can choose SaaS (Software as a Service), direct 
connection to our systems (API, SDK), or download ready-made desktop and mobile apps. 

CPC platform includes modules for Remittance, Cashback, Club, Travel services, and many 
more to come in the near future. All services based on blockchain are provided via this 
channel, meaning cooperation can be kick started without prior knowledge of underlying 
technology and complex systems. 

Client interface is multiplatform and comes with already integrated apps/services from CPC 
platform and user wallet.. 
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3.2. Multiplatform with interfaces for third parties 
To achieve the best possible accessibility for users, a GUI (graphical user interface) across 
multiple platforms which is familiar to everyone, will be introduced: 
• Online (Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Explorer) 
• Desktop (PC, MAC) 
• Mobile application (iOS, Android) 
CPC is focused on modern day standards, implementing solutions in a way that everybody 
with internet connection has access to CPC services via preferred device and platform 
anywhere, any day, anytime. 
CPC platform is fully open to cooperate with third parties, ensuring smooth integration 
process via REST API and SDK implementations in many popular languages: 
• Java 
• PHP 
• JavaScript 
• Go lang 
API and SDK are extensively documented, providing great support for an IT team on many 
levels. Gateway is secured, accepting only TLS communication, validating your IP against 
whitelist on every request. Client is authenticated by API key and secret. On success, 
authorization token is provided to access specific resources. 
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3.3. Blockchain technology 

Advantages of Proof of Stake (PoS) distributed ledger 
CPC achieves its consensus through Proof of Stake algorithm designed and first 
implemented in Peercoin. Unlike the first trustless distributed consensus algorithm, Proof of 
Work, it is much more eco-friendly and does not require mining. There are no energy 
wasting operations required to secure the network. This makes it completely feasible for 
stakeholders to use their commodity computers instead of buying special mining rigs 
available to few. Thus the original idea of a truly distributed system may finally prevail. 

Pre-Mined 
CapriCoin aims to resolve the issue of energy expenditure by pre-generating all the coins 
that will ever be used on the network. By transferring the cost of generation upfront to the 
initiator of the currency, all future transactions can be done on equipment with low 
computational capabilities, the kind used in daily commerce (cell phones, POS terminals, 
ATM machines, etc.). If we define the elements of a single transaction as 

x = α + k(fβ)δ 
Where x is the overall computational cost of a transaction settlement, α is the cost 
necessary to initiate a transaction, β is the computational cost of settling one transaction 
without taking account the cryptographic challenge of earning the right to settle that 
transaction, k is the computational overhead of attempting to solve that challenge, f is the 
complexity of the consensus mechanism overhead needed to establish an agreed-upon 
state for the transaction, and δ is the number of participants attempting to solve that 
challenge we can see that any minimization of k will lead to a lower overall energy cost for a 
transaction. In Bitcoin and similar currencies k must be high to allow a limited and 
predictable flow and number of newly minted coins on the overall Bitcoin market. CapriCoin 
aims to reduce the overall transactional cost by reducing the computational complexity of k 
by simplifying it to a much simpler challenge which excludes coin generation. As such while 
the k of Bitcoin exhibits exponential properties over time, CapriCoin’s k takes on simpler 
logarithmic proportions over the same amount of time. Later uses of the coin in a fully-
extended network therefore do not dramatically increase the cost of transaction settlement. 

3.4. Token specification 

Ticker: CPC 
Algo: X11 (1 Block POW/POS Hybrid) 
Block Time: 60 seconds 
Confirmations on Transactions: 6 
Pre-mine: 200 Million 
Total supply: 208 Million 
POS staking rewards: 2% Annually, Reducing over time. 
RPC: 22713 
P2P: 22714 
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3.5. Transaction scheme 
Since there is no registration required, there are no accounts to be registered on the 
blockchain. Anybody capable of generating a private/public keypair can receive Capricoins. 
Transactions are signed using asymmetric cryptography based on secp256k1 elliptic curve. 
We believe it is the most transparent standard curve without magic constants or 
unexplainable entropy which gives us enough confidence to believe it does not contain 
backdoors. 

3.6. Validation process 
Capricoin network is secured by validators that have power proportional to the number of 
coins they hold. Thus, the parties with the highest stake (and motivation to keep the 
network healthy) take over most important and responsible positions and are also fairly and 
proportionally rewarded by the network. There is no minimum barrier to enter the staking 
pool, but freshly joined users need to allow for one day waiting period before they become 
active validators. 
The PoS validator network of Capricoin is made up of those users that stake coins actively 
in their wallet(s). The power each validator has is proportional to the total number of coins 
they have staked at any given time respective to the total network stake. These validators 
are what keeps the PoS blockchain secure and in proper consensus.   

3.7. Security 
Capricoin reference implementation is designed to be fast, efficient and secure. All the past 
and future work on the codebase is fully transparent and available for anybody to audit. 
Furthermore, the core development team constantly monitors the threats that could affect 
CPC users or the network itself and submits patches whenever necessary. Additionally we 
welcome any relevant contributions from Capricoin users or independent security 
researchers and are happy to accept such patches after thorough review. 

Storing of eWallet private keys: 

● Stand-alone - During registration and creation of a new wallet, the user itself stores 

similar data (private keys) either in digital form (saving the key in the secure folder for 

example or encrypting and saving it on the disc) or in offline form (for example set of 25 

words written on paper and carefully stored).  

● Cloud - when the user chooses this option during registration, his/her private key will be 
stored in the selected cloud service. Only secure and verified cloud services like 

Dropbox, Google Drive or Capricoin storage will be used for this purpose.   
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3.8. Exchange integration 

Standard JSON-RPC that is also used by the reference Bitcoin Core implementation. 

3.9. Repository 

github.com/Capricoinofficial/Capricoin 

4. COIN PARAMETRES & DISTRIBUTION 
Currently in circulation – 1,990,045 CPC   
Total Supply not to be exceeded – 208,000,000. 
Coin market Cap  - $2,036,513 USD  
  

5. USER INTERFACES & PRODUCTS 
Web 
● Detailed information - the web page contains basic as well as detailed information about CPC. It 

describes what is CPC, what is its aim, how does it work, which tools does it use and support and 

what can it be used for.  

● White paper - being the fundamental and basically most important document defining blockchain 

and CPC as such, it is necessary that it will be accessible to the public and eventually available 

for download.  

● Source files - the web page contains references to the open source blockchain files which are 

stored on GitHub. These source files are publicly accessible and anyone can have a look at them. 

This is a standard solution with the aim to increase the trustworthiness of the blockchain / CPC 

(publishing the source files shows that the owner / operator of the blockchain is open-minded 

and has good intentions = it is not a fraud and the blockchain does not contain neither “back 

doors” nor harmful codes.  

● Web version of eWallet - eWallet is part of the web page. Users will have the possibility to 

register and create their own personal eWallets (wallets) using any accessible device (PC, tablet, 

mobile phone). This eWallet can be used for purchase and sale of CPC as well as for using 

products and services of third parties. 
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● Blockchain explorer -  real-time overview of functionalities and transactions in CPC blockchain. 
The user can follow ongoing transactions, the performance of blockchain or the list and work of 
transaction validators.  

● Download section - contains a version of the desktop eWallet which can be downloaded as well 
as links for downloads of eWallets for mobile devices (Google PlayStore for Android and Apple 
AppStore for iOS). 

● Upload of documents for KYC/ AML - upon signing in, the user can upload KYC/AML 
documents which are required for authentication of identity. The system will be integrated with a 
selected provider in order to guarantee compliance.   
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App 
A mobile app that has a single interface for all third-party products together with the eWallet (for Android 
phone and Apple iPhone) integration, enabling users to carry out CPC blockchain transactions via a 
mobile device such as a smartphone or tablet. These mobile apps include viewing the list of 
transactions, current wallet status, or payments for third-party business platform products and services. 
These applications are compatible with thousands of mobile devices and they are available practically 
for any smartphone or tablet. The applications are available and they can be downloaded from 
GooglePlay Store for Android devices and from AppStore for iOS devices.  

● Web - eWallet available on the web (single URL address), the user logs in through his/her login. 
The web version allows registration of user and creating his/her personal e-Wallet available from 
any device (PC, tablet, mobile phone). 

● Desktop - separate application for PC with the operating system Windows or for Apple with the 
operating system OS X. After downloading and installing the desktop version, the user can use it 
also as a web version, however no browser is required. This version also allows the registration 
of the user and the creation of a personal eWallet or connection to eWallet through login from the 
web version.  

● Android and iOS applications - separate applications for mobile devices which will be distributed 
through GooglePlay Store and Apple AppStore. They contain  the same functionalities as web or 
desktop version of eWallet. 
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HW wallet 
Hardware wallet is the safest means of storing cryptocurrency. It is used to securely store larger 
amounts of cryptocurrency. A hardware wallet is a physical device which is recording private keys. It 
is connected to the computer and functions as an additional means of protection. It is not possible 
to send any cryptocurrency from the wallet without owning such a device. CPC supports the usage 
of hardware wallets of the company Trezor which belongs to the leaders among HW wallets from 
the point of view of security as well as user friendliness. 

HW Validator 
This Capricoin mini PC serves not only as a modern wallet on your working table but also as a high-
quality, fast, and silent transaction validator. It is available in the e-shop of Capricoin business 
platform and any user might order it as it is a modern accessory for each interior.   
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6. CONCLUSION 
CapriCoin follows new trends in business influenced by modern digital era, when traditional 
money and money transaction are not able to meet demands for fastness, reliability, anonymity, 
etc. CapriCoin represents an up-to-date digital currency for modern products within new 
business models. Its several platforms - remittance, betting, gaming, trading, travelling services 
as well as a kind of cashback system and advantages connected with business club 
membership - are encased in a user-friendly interface. 

CapriCoin co-operates closely with selected partners as third party providers; this cooperation 
would show to be very fruitful for CapriCoin users, since they will be able to purchase flight 
tickets, book hotels and travel safely and comfortably via the Travel program.  

Individuals can use Capricoin to transfer money to and from friends, family, and merchants 
anywhere in the world. CapriCoin is the ideal currency for both face-to-face and international 
digital commerce. 

Using CapriCoin is easy, fast and secure. The technology in current development will enable 
CapriCoin to be one of the leading cryptocurrencies going forward. 

CapriCoin is designed to be a globally distributed math-based currency. The developers of 
CapriCoin created 200+ million CapriCoins at its inception. 

Over the next years there will be up to an additional 8 million coins produced through a staking 
rewards system. Of the 200 million coins produced, the total held by the Capricoin development 
team is 0.5%. 

Part of our Marketing Strategy is to ensure that we distribute the coin as widely as possible. 
This makes it truly a coin for the people. 

CAPRICOIN 
coin for everyday use


